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The Viking Spirit is an introduction to Norse mythology
like no other. As you'd expect from Daniel McCoy, the
creator of the enduringly popular website Norse
Mythology for Smart People (Norse-Mythology.org), it's
written to scholarly standards, but in a simple, clear, and
entertaining style that's easy to understand and a pleasure
to read. It includes gripping retellings of no less than 34
epic Norse myths - more than any other book in the field while also providing an equally comprehensive overview of
the fascinating Viking religion of which Norse mythology
was a part. You'll learn about the Vikings' gods and
goddesses, their concept of fate, their views on the
afterlife, their moral code, how they thought the universe
was structured, how they practiced their religion, the role
that magic played in their lives, and much more. With its
inclusion of the latest groundbreaking research in the
field, The Viking Spirit is the ultimate introduction to the
timeless splendor of Norse mythology and religion for the
21st Century.
The Viking North Atlantic differs significantly from the
popular image of violent raids and destruction
characterizing the Viking Age in Northern Europe. In
Iceland, Scandinavian seafarers discovered and settled a
large uninhabited island. In order to survive and succeed,
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they adapted
lifestyles
and social strategies to a new
environment. The result was a new society, the Icelandic
Free State. This volume examines the Viking Age in
Iceland through the discoveries and excavations of the
Mosfell Archaeological Project (MAP) in Iceland's Mosfell
Valley. Directed by Professor Jesse Byock, with Field
Director Davide Zori, MAP brings together scholars and
researchers from Iceland, Britain, Canada, Denmark,
Norway, Sweden, Germany, and the United States. The
Project incorporates the disciplines of archaeology,
history, saga studies, osteology, zoology, paleobotany,
genetics, isotope studies, place names studies,
environmental science, and historical architecture. The
decade-long research of MAP has led to the discovery of
an exceptionally well-preserved Viking chieftain's
farmstead, including a longhouse, pagan cremation site, a
conversion-era stave church, and a Christian graveyard.
The research results presented here tell the story of how
the Mosfell Valley developed from a ninth-century
settlement of Norse seafarers into a powerful Icelandic
chieftaincy of the Viking Age.
This is the first ever book-length study for the nature and
significance of the linguistic contact between speakers of
Old Norse and Old English in Viking Age England. It
investigates in a wide-ranging and systematic fashion a
foundational but under-considered factor in the history
and culture of the Vikings in England. The subject is
important for late Anglo-Saxon and Viking Age history;
for language and literature in the late Anglo-Saxon period;
and for the history and development of the English
language. The work's primary focus is on Anglo-Norse
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language
contact, with
a particular emphasis on the
question of possible mutual intelligibility between speakers
of the two languages; but since language contact is an
emphatically sociolinguistic phenomenon, the work's
methodology combines linguistic, literary and historical
approaches, and draws for its evidence on texts in Old
English, Old Norse and Anglo-Latin, and other forms of
linguistic and onomastic material
"This is a book of the highest importance. No one should
attempt to teach about Viking society or claim to
understand it without being familiar with this chilling and
enduring myth."—Eleanor Searle, author of Predatory
Kinship & the Creation of Norman Power "Byock's
translation is excellent, but his thorough introduction is of
equal scholarly importance. . . . His section on Richard
Wagner's use of the Volsung material in writing his Ring
will expand the topic toward modern
Wagnerians."—Michael Bell, University of Colorado "The
Saga of the Volsungs is one of the most important texts of
Old Icelandic literature, with its treatment of Old
Scandinavian heroic traditions. . . . The most difficult part
of the text to translate is, of course, the poetry, but also
here the translator has been successful."—Vésteinn
Olason, University of Oslo
Learn Old Norse, Runes, and Icelandic Sagas
Linguistic Relations Between Speakers of Old Norse and
Old English
Society, Sagas, and Power
An Introduction to Old Norse
The Saga of the Volsungs
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A sweeping
epic of the
Viking Age, Grettir's Saga follows
the life of the outlaw Grettir the Strong as he battles
against sorcery, bad luck, and the vengefulness of his
enemies. Among the most famous and widely read of
Iceland's sagas, this new translation features extensive
illustrative material to elucidate the story.
The result of my research was turned into a book published
in Swedish in 2012. This present book is a revised
translation and extensively extended version of that book.
The Wanderer's Hávamál features Jackson Crawford’s
complete, carefully revised English translation of the Old
Norse poem Hávamál, newly annotated for this volume,
together with facing original Old Norse text sourced
directly from the Codex Regius manuscript. Rounding out
the volume are Crawford’s classic Cowboy Hávamál and
translations of other related texts central to understanding
the character, wisdom, and mysteries of Óðinn (Odin).
Portable and reader-friendly, it makes an ideal companion
for both lovers of Old Norse mythology and those new to
the wisdom of this central Eddic poem wherever they may
find themselves.
Never be lost for words again...with this book of lost
words.Have you ever wanted to wield the silver tongue of
Loki - or to hammer home your point like a
Thundergod?Old Norse is the language of legends and the
stuff of sagas, the inspiration for Tolkien and Marvel, for
award-winning manga and epic videogames. It is the
language of cleverly crafted kennings, blood-curdling
curses and pithy retorts to Ragnarök.Old Norse for Modern
Times gives you the perfect phrase for every contemporary
situation - from memorable movie quotes ("We're going to
need a bigger boat." Þurfa munu vér skip stærra) to battlecries to yell on Discord ("Do I look to be in a gaming
mood?" Sýnisk Þér ek vera í skapi til leika?), from mead
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hall musings
("This drink,
I like it! ANOTHER!" Líkar mér
drykkr Þessi! ANNAN!) to tried-and-tested pickup lines
("Nice tattoo!"? Fagrt er húðflúrið"). With over 500 phrases
inside (plus the chance to add your own!) it is the perfect
guide for Vikings fans, whether they are re-enactors, roleplayers, or simply in love with Ragnar.
With the Saga of Ragnar Lothbrok
Supplementary Exercises for Old Norse - Old Icelandic
The Saga of King Hrolf Kraki
Viking Myths and Sagas
Viking Language 1
The Old Norse Reader

The first edition of this standard work
was published in 1927 and has been
reprinted several times. This second
edition has been revised and reset and the
saga Hrafnkels saga freysgooa is now
included in its entirety. The work is now
available for the first time in paperback.
Medieval Iceland was unique amongst
Western Europe, with no foreign policy, no
defence forces, no king, no lords, no
peasants and few battles. It should have
been a utopia yet its literature is
dominated by brutality and killing. The
reasons for this, argues Jesse Byock, lie
in the underlying structures and cultural
codes of the islands' social order.
'Viking Age Iceland' is an engaging, multidisciplinary work bringing together
findings in anthropology and ethnography
interwoven with historical fact and
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Icelandic sagas, this is a brilliant
reconstruction of the inner workings of a
unique and intriguing society.
Learn Old Norse, the official spoken
language during the Viking Age! Old Norse
is the language that was spoken by the
vikings and their overseas settlements
during the Viking Age. The Old Norse
alphabet was originally written in the
Runic alphabet until it was converted to
the Latin system we know today. This
edition contains grammar, pronunciation,
practice texts and an extensive dictionary
based on the works of Zoega, Cleasby and
Vigfusson all in one easy to read book.
Viking Language 2: The Old Norse Reader
immerses the learner in the legends,
folklore, and myths of the Vikings. The
readings are drawn from sagas, runes and
eddas. They take the student into the
world of Old Norse heroes, gods, and
goddesses. There is a separate chapter on
the 'Creation of the World' and another on
'The Battle at the World's End,' where the
gods meet their doom. Other readings and
maps focus on Viking Age Iceland,
Greenland, and Vínland. A series of
chapters tackles eddic and skaldic verse
with their ancient stories from the old
Scandinavian past. Runic inscriptions and
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how to read runes form a
major component of the book. Where there
are exercises, the answers are given at
the end of the chapter. Both Viking
Language 1 and 2 are structured as
workbooks. Students learns quickly and
interactively. More information on our
website: vikinglanguage.com
A Down-to-earth Guide to the Runes
Old Norse Essentials: Grammar, Texts and
Dictionary
Thraldom
Viking Language
The Girl the Sea Gave Back
Medieval Iceland

2nd upgraded edition of Viking Language 1 in new
smaller book size. Everything necessary to learn Old
Norse, the language of the Iceland and Old Scandinavia.
For beginner to advanced, graded lessons, saga readings,
runes, myths, old Icelandic, grammar exercises,
pronunciation, vocabulary and study guides.
www.oldnorse.org and vikinglanguage.com
Learn Nahuatl, the language used by the Mexica (Aztec)
civilization and still preserved by over a million people in
Mexico. This guide is not written for the expert linguist,
but rather for the beginner. Included are hundreds of
examples and dozens of practice sets. An emphasis is
placed on the Huasteca variety of Chicontepec, Veracruz.
This second edition presents with improved updates, more
vocabulary sections, larger reference dictionary, and new
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Composed in medieval Iceland, Hrolf's Saga is one of the
greatest of all mythic-legendary sagas, relating halffantastical events that were said to have occurred in fifthcentury Denmark. It tells of the exploits of King Hrolf and
of his famous champions, including Bodvar Bjarki, the
'bear-warrior': a powerful figure whose might and bearlike nature are inspired by the same legendary heritage as
Beowulf. Depicting a world of wizards, sorceresses and
'berserker' fighters - originally members of a cult of Odin
- this is a compelling tale of ancient magic. A work of
timeless power and beauty, it offers both a treasury of
Icelandic prose and a masterful gathering of epic, cultic
memory, traditional folk tale and myths from the Viking
age and far earlier.
From Adrienne Young, New York Times bestselling author
of Sky in the Deep, comes her new gut-wrenching epic The
Girl the Sea Gave Back. For as long as she can
remember, Tova has lived among the Svell, the people
who found her washed ashore as a child and use her for
her gift as a Truthtongue. Her own home and clan are
long-faded memories, but the sacred symbols and staves
inked over every inch of her skin mark her as one who can
cast the rune stones and see into the future. She has found
a fragile place among those who fear her, but when two
clans to the east bury their age-old blood feud and join
together as one, her world is dangerously close to
collapse. For the first time in generations, the leaders of
the Svell are divided. Should they maintain peace or go to
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war with the allied clans to protect their newfound
power? And when their chieftain looks to Tova to cast the
stones, she sets into motion a series of events that will not
only change the landscape of the mainland forever but
will give her something she believed she could never have
again—a home.
From the Voyages of Leif Erikson to the Deeds of Odin,
the Storied History and Folklore of the Vikings
A Companion to Old Norse-Icelandic Literature and
Culture
A Brief Glossary of 10,000 Old Norse and Old Icelandic
Words
Learn Nahuatl, Language of the Aztecs and Modern
Nahuas
Old Norse for Modern Times
The Norse Epic of Sigurd the Dragon Slayer
A celebration of the liberating power of consciousness—a triumphant
book that lets us witness an indomitable spirit and share in the pure
joy of its own survival. In 1995, Jean-Dominique Bauby was the
editor-in-chief of French Elle, the father of two young childen, a
44-year-old man known and loved for his wit, his style, and his
impassioned approach to life. By the end of the year he was also the
victim of a rare kind of stroke to the brainstem. After 20 days in a
coma, Bauby awoke into a body which had all but stopped working:
only his left eye functioned, allowing him to see and, by blinking it,
to make clear that his mind was unimpaired. Almost miraculously,
he was soon able to express himself in the richest detail: dictating a
word at a time, blinking to select each letter as the alphabet was
recited to him slowly, over and over again. In the same way, he was
able eventually to compose this extraordinary book. By turns
wistful, mischievous, angry, and witty, Bauby bears witness to his
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to live asSeries
fully in his mind as he had been able to do
in his body. He explains the joy, and deep sadness, of seeing his
children and of hearing his aged father's voice on the phone. In
magical sequences, he imagines traveling to other places and times
and of lying next to the woman he loves. Fed only intravenously, he
imagines preparing and tasting the full flavor of delectable dishes.
Again and again he returns to an "inexhaustible reservoir of
sensations," keeping in touch with himself and the life around him.
Jean-Dominique Bauby died two days after the French publication
of The Diving Bell and the Butterfly. This book is a lasting
testament to his life.
This major survey of Old Norse-Icelandic literature and
culturedemonstrates the remarkable continuity of Icelandic
language andculture from medieval to modern times. Comprises 29
chapters written by leading scholars in thefield Reflects current
debates among Old Norse-Icelandicscholars Pays attention to
previously neglected areas of study, such asthe sagas of Icelandic
bishops and the fantasy sagas Looks at the ways Old NorseIcelandic literature is used bymodern writers, artists and film
directors, both within and outsideScandinavia Sets Old NorseIcelandic language and literature in its widercultural context
Written in consultation with leading academics.
The medieval Norse-Icelandic saga is one of the most important
European vernacular literary genres of the Middle Ages. This
Introduction to the saga genre outlines its origins and development,
its literary character, its material existence in manuscripts and
printed editions, and its changing reception from the Middle Ages
to the present time. Its multiple sub-genres - including family sagas,
mythical-heroic sagas and sagas of knights - are described and
discussed in detail, and the world of medieval Icelanders is
powerfully evoked. The first general study of the Old NorseIcelandic saga to be written in English for some decades, the
Introduction is based on up-to-date scholarship and engages with
current debates in the field. With suggestions for further reading,
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detailed information
about
the Icelandic literary canon, and a map
of medieval Iceland, this book is aimed at students of medieval
literature and assumes no prior knowledge of Scandinavian
languages.
Mosfell Archaeological Project
Viking Age Iceland
Second Edition
Magpie Murders
A History of Slavery in the Viking Age
A New Introduction to Old Norse: Reader
Beowulf & Other Stories was first conceived
in the belief that the study of Old English –
and its close cousins, Old Icelandic and
Anglo-Norman – can be a genuine delight,
covering a period as replete with wonder,
creativity and magic as any other in
literature. Now in a fully revised second
edition, the collection of essays written by
leading academics in the field is set to
build upon its established reputation as the
standard introduction to the literatures of
the time. Beowulf & Other Stories captures
the fire and bloodlust of the great epic,
Beowulf, and the sophistication and eroticism
of the Exeter Riddles. Fresh interpretations
give new life to the spiritual ecstasy of The
Seafarer and to the imaginative dexterity of
The Dream of the Rood, andprovide the student
and general reader with all they might need
to explore and enjoy this complex but
rewarding field. The book sheds light, too,
on the shadowy contexts of the period, with
suggestive and highly readable essays on
matters ranging from the dynamism of the
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Age to Anglo-Saxon
input into The Lord
of the Rings, from the great religious prose
works to the transition from Old to Middle
English. It also branches out into related
traditions, with expert introductions to the
Icelandic Sagas, Viking Religion and Norse
Mythology. Peter S. Baker provides an
outstanding guide to taking your first steps
in the Old English language, while David
Crystal provides a crisp linguistic overview
of the entire period. With a new chapter by
Mike Bintley on Anglo-Saxon archaeology and a
revised chapter by Stewart Brookes on the
prose writers of the English Benedictine
Reform, this updated second edition will be
essential reading for students of the period.
While the other members of his clan enjoy
wrestling, throwing spears, and fighting,
Leif prefers to hike up the mountain and
enjoy the peace of his beautiful fjord; but
when clan loyalty demands that he participate
in the Viking Games--he does the best he can,
but when it comes to comparing clan
treasures, Leif has a surprise for everybody.
Old Norse is a North Germanic language spoken
by inhabitants of Scandinavia from about the
7th to the 15th centuries. It has today
evolved into the modern languages of
Icelandic, Faroese, Norwegian, Danish, and
Swedish. During the Viking Age it also had an
impact and influence on the English language
which resulted in the simplification of its
grammar, and many loan words which are still
in use today. The aim of this book is to be
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wishing to study, read, and
understand the fascinating wealth of Old
Norse and Old Icelandic literature available
in its original form. In this book there are
over 10,000 words included (in both Norse to
English and English to Norse format), as well
as notes on the main word form differences
between Old Norse and Old Icelandic, and the
use of numbers in Old Norse.
Soon to be a series on PBS MASTERPIECE! "A
double puzzle for puzzle fans, who don’t
often get the classicism they want from
contemporary thrillers." —Janet Maslin, The
New York Times New York Times bestseller |
Winner of the Macavity Award for Best Novel |
#1 Indie Next Pick | NPR best book of the
Year | Washington Post best book of the Year
| Esquire best book of the Year From the New
York Times bestselling author of Moriarty and
Trigger Mortis, this fiendishly brilliant,
riveting thriller weaves a classic whodunit
worthy of Agatha Christie into a chilling,
ingeniously original modern-day mystery. When
editor Susan Ryeland is given the manuscript
of Alan Conway’s latest novel, she has no
reason to think it will be much different
from any of his others. After working with
the bestselling crime writer for years, she’s
intimately familiar with his detective,
Atticus Pünd, who solves mysteries disturbing
sleepy English villages. An homage to queens
of classic British crime such as Agatha
Christie and Dorothy Sayers, Alan’s
traditional formula has proved hugely
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successful.
So successful
that Susan must
continue to put up with his troubling
behavior if she wants to keep her job.
Conway’s latest tale has Atticus Pünd
investigating a murder at Pye Hall, a local
manor house. Yes, there are dead bodies and a
host of intriguing suspects, but the more
Susan reads, the more she’s convinced that
there is another story hidden in the pages of
the manuscript: one of real-life jealousy,
greed, ruthless ambition, and murder.
Masterful, clever, and relentlessly
suspenseful, Magpie Murders is a deviously
dark take on vintage English crime fiction in
which the reader becomes the detective.
A Novel
The Sea of Trolls
Norwegian Runes and Runic Inscriptions
The Saga of Grettir the Strong
The Wanderer's Havamal
The Viking Diaspora

Composed at the end of the fourteenth
century by an unknown author, The Saga
of Grettir the Strong is one of the last
great Icelandic sagas. It relates the tale
of Grettir, an eleventh-century warrior
struggling to hold on to the values of a
heroic age becoming eclipsed by
Christianity and a more pastoral lifestyle.
Unable to settle into a community of
farmers, Grettir becomes the aggressive
scourge of both honest men and evil
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monsters - until, following a battle with
the sinister ghost Glam, he is cursed to
endure a life of tortured loneliness away
from civilisation, fighting giants, trolls
and berserks. A mesmerising
combination of pagan ideals and
Christian faith, this is a profoundly
moving conclusion to the Golden Age of
the saga writing.
After Jack becomes apprenticed to a
Druid bard, he and his little sister Lucy
are captured by Viking Berserkers and
taken to the home of King Ivar the
Boneless and his half-troll queen, leading
Jack to undertake a vital quest to
Jotunheim, home of the trolls.
An accessible account of Norwegian
runic inscriptions from their first
appearance around AD200 until their
demise around 1400.
From the translator of the bestselling
Poetic Edda (Hackett, 2015) comes a
gripping new rendering of two of the
greatest sagas of Old Norse literature.
Together the two sagas recount the story
of seven generations of a single
legendary heroic family and comprise our
best source of traditional lore about its
members—including, among others, the
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dragon-slayer Sigurd, Brynhild the
Valkyrie, and the Viking chieftain Ragnar
Lothbrok.
The Book of Viking Myths
Grettir's Saga
Old Norse Word List
The Cambridge Introduction to the Old
Norse-Icelandic Saga
The Cleasby and Vigfusson Old Norse to
English Dictionary
Beowulf and Other Stories
The most comprehensive and recognized Old
Norse to English Dictionary. First published
in 1874, this 792 page version includes the
Addendum.
This fascinating new book reveals the origins
of the Vikings—from Thor and Leif Erikson to
Loki and the Valkyries—and the tales that
have influenced our own lives. For thousands
of years, Vikings have held a storied place
in our culture—their distinct appearance,
their mighty longships, their reputation for
causing death and destruction. But who were
these strange and mysterious folk? The Book
of Viking Myths retells the stories of the
Viking people, with myths of their gods and
goddesses, monsters, and great heroes. From
tales of the beautiful and powerful Freyja,
to the gold-toothed Heimdallr, to the wolf
Fenrir, Peter Archer explores all the figures
and tales that make up Norse mythology. Along
with these legends of seafaring, dwarves,
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exploits of Thor, you will
also discover the influences that Viking
culture has had on our own lives. It’s a true
exploration of Nordic culture—and a glimpse
into the history and lore of these fabled
Nordic warriors.
The Viking Diaspora presents the early
medieval migrations of people, language and
culture from mainland Scandinavia to new
homes in the British Isles, the North
Atlantic, the Baltic and the East as a form
of ‘diaspora’. It discusses the ways in which
migrants from Russia in the east to Greenland
in the west were conscious of being connected
not only to the people and traditions of
their homelands, but also to other migrants
of Scandinavian origin in many other
locations. Rather than the movements of
armies, this book concentrates on the
movements of people and the shared heritage
and culture that connected them. This ongoing contact throughout half a millennium
can be traced in the laws, literatures,
material culture and even environment of the
various regions of the Viking diaspora.
Judith Jesch considers all of these
connections, and highlights in detail
significant forms of cultural contact
including gender, beliefs and identities.
Beginning with an overview of Vikings and the
Viking Age, the nature of the evidence
available, and a full exploration of the
concept of ‘diaspora’, the book then provides
a detailed demonstration of the
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of the term to the world
peopled by Scandinavians. This book is the
first to explain Scandinavian expansion using
this model, and presents the Viking Age in a
new and exciting way for students of Vikings
and medieval history.
Old Norse - Old Icelandic: Concise
Introduction is a modern "primer" for
learning to read the Icelandic sagas in their
original language. This straightforward, easyto-use primer requires no previous language
knowledge. It is designed for self-learning,
in-class use, and distance learning. Starting
with the first page, students read Old Norse
passages from Icelandic sagas as well as
episodes from Scandinavian myth and medieval
sources. The language and thought of the
Viking Age come alive in these critical, Old
Norse reading segments. Old Norse - Old
Icelandic is divided into 17 short lessons.
Each lesson opens with a passage in Old
Icelandic drawn from sagas or mythological
sources. Lessons focus on the grammar and
vocabulary necessary to master the
reading(s). In this way, original texts
determine the instruction, and students
master grammatical elements as they are
needed. To speed the learning, each lesson
contains a short vocabulary of new words and
phrases, as well as practice exercises,
reinforcing the grammatical explanations. For
a free Answer Key to the exercises, visit our
website: oldnorse.org.
The Hiking Viking
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in Iceland
A History
The Viking Spirit
Retold from Ancient Norse Texts
Language and History in Viking Age England

English Poetry and Old Norse Myth: A History
traces the influence of Old Norse myth -- stories
and poems about the familiar gods and
goddesses of the pagan North, such as Odin,
Thor, Baldr and Freyja -- on poetry in English
from Anglo-Saxon times to the present day.
Especial care is taken to determine the precise
form in which these poets encountered the
mythic material, so that the book traces a parallel
history of the gradual dissemination of Old
Norse mythic texts. Very many major poets were
inspired by Old Norse myth. Some, for instance
the Anglo-Saxon poet of Beowulf, or much later,
Sir Walter Scott, used Old Norse mythic
references to lend dramatic colour and apparent
authenticity to their presentation of a distant
Northern past. Others, like Thomas Gray, or
Matthew Arnold, adapted Old Norse mythological
poems and stories in ways which both
responded to and helped to form the literary
tastes of their own times. Still others, such as
William Blake, or David Jones, reworked and
incorporated celebrated elements of Norse myth
- valkyries weaving the fates of men, or the great
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World Tree Yggdrasill on which Odin sacrificed
himself - as personal symbols in their own
poetry. This book also considers less familiar
literary figures, showing how a surprisingly large
number of poets in English engaged in individual
ways with Old Norse myth. English Poetry and
Old Norse Myth: A History demonstrates how
attitudes towards the pagan mythology of the
north change over time, but reveals that poets
have always recognized Old Norse myth as a
vital part of the literary, political and historical
legacy of the English-speaking world.
The viking berserkr is an iconic warrior normally
associated with violent fits of temper and the
notorious berserksgangr or berserker frenzy.
This book challenges the orthodox view that
these men went ‘berserk’ in the modern English
sense of the word. It examines all the evidence
for medieval perceptions of berserkir and builds
a model of how the medieval audience would
have viewed them. Then, it extrapolates a Viking
Age model of berserkir from this model, and
supports the analysis with anthropological and
archaeological evidence, to create a new and
more accurate paradigm of the Viking Age
berserkr and his place in society. This shows
that berserkir were the champions of lords and
kings, members of the social elite, and that much
of what is believed about them is based on 17thPage 20/22
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century and later scholarship and mythologizing:
the medieval audience would have had a very
different understanding of the Old Norse
berserkr from that which people have now. The
book sets out a challenge to rethink and reframe
our perceptions of the past in a way that is less
influenced by our own modern ideas. The Myths
and Realities of the Viking berserkr will appeal to
researchers and students alike studying the
Viking Age, Medieval History and Old Norse
Literature.
Supplementary Exercises for Old Norse - Old
Icelandic is a new volume in the Viking Language
Old Norse Icelandic Series. A workbook of 17
lessons designed for those who want to learn or
sharpen their skills in Old Norse with innovative
exercises, word games, and map questions. With
a full vocabulary and a free Answer Key at
oldnorse.org. It also contains Old Norse readings
drawn from the Saga of Ragnar Lodbrok
(recounting Ragnar's attack on England and his
death in the snake pit) and mythic passages from
The Prose Edda describing a journey of the
Norse gods, the great dragon ?s treasure, and
the magical ring of the dwarves. Supplementary
Exercises master Old Norse.
Gift of Joan Wall. Includes index. Includes
bibliographical references (p. 227-248) and index.
* glr 20090610.
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